The maiden issue of Publish was itself published within another magazine-the July, 1986, issue of PC World. I recommend that issue of World as the best summary of desktop publishing and the best statement of the differences between it and full offset production that I have read.
With that birth, you might expect Publish to emphasize the desktop publishing contributions of IBM and its clones. Not so, if anything, Apple Macintosh news and reviews seem to dominate.
Besides the personal computer approach to publishing, Publish exami nes such microcomputer systems and workstations as Sun and Apollo. So computer-assisted, as well as desktop, publishing is included in its scope.
Cover stories tend to be substantive and timely, with the August issue stressing copyright consideration s. Regular features include redesigns of publications at the economical end of the offset scale-newsletters and technical data sheets. Besides the redesign, authors provide comments on both the original design and their improvement. They even provide brief software data on the word processing and graphics software they used in the redesign, together with the hardware involved and any specia l configuration it might have.
Boxed tips, published each issue, provide help from routine maintenance to fixes or tricks to get programs or hardware to do the things they were designed to do, and some they "can't." Finally, and most importantly, the staff of Publish do the design of this national magazine o n microcomputers using stan-23 1 dard software programs. Most line art is produced on microcomputers by using draw and paint programs. But they produce Publish through a modified offset process. A Macintosh system drives full offset typesetters. The Apple LaserWriter printer is only used as a low resolution proofing machine. Photographs are reproduced the traditional way, with standard screens and film. Publish, Personal Publishing does not switch to a full offset system for their final product. The entire magazine is produced at standard desktop resolution-300 dots per inch for a single line-unless otherwise specified-rather than the higher resolution of 1,200 to 2,400 dpi of full offset production. Publishing showed how to use special capabilities of a software program to place and screen a dot pattern so it becomes a car's exhaust. Then the writer reports the changes in the setting of the laser printer that preserved the exhaust effect for publication.
Personal Publishing
The writing and design in Personal Publishing are not as smooth as that of Publish. Their issues do not celebrate the revolution and inform us about it, as Publish does. Instead, they provide more how-tos and examples for doing it. But sometimes their design and examples get in the way of the message. Overall, their teaching approach is clear, rich in examples, but presented with the style and grace of a manual. Personal Publishing is more likely to present the nitty gritty aspects in its comparisons, for those of us who might need them.
Advertisers are well represented. A convenient mail ordering card provides easy access to additional information for both advertising and reviews-which are coded as well. Personal Publishing is not as much fun to read-but it is fun, and it's good for you! 24 
strengths.
The magazine features a series of "Hands-on" sedionsHands-on Fonts provides an overview of fonts and typefaces, generally, together with a brief overview of several PC font packages. Hands-on PageMaker and Hands-on Ventura Publisher present nuances and fixes, often user-discovered, for these products.
PC Publishing's references to advertisers is more basic than the others, although it offers reader service cards. Briefs in the fonts article, for example, began with the name, address, zip code, and telephone number of the company that produced each font.
The magazine's writing and design are personal, but stodgy. Typos, and such typical word processing mistakes as omissions, are legion. PC Publishing reads like a newsletter produced by a local computer user group, rather than by journalists. Its authors approach publishing more as a test of equipment and software than as a product in itself. Reviews tend to emphasize printer ports and computer workings rather than design effects.
I'd recommend it for technicains and programmers that keep desktop systems going, rather than for the journalists and designers who use them. and buildings. An excellent section covers resources-suppliers, the organizing of seed and food buying groups, advice organiza· tions, and books, together with suggestions on how to start a library.
You know you have something special in your hands from the front and back covers-black and white Hnocut prints of rural African scenes. And when you read the 2Q..page comic, "Vusi Goes Back," the visual story of a man visiting his famity in the Transkei and learning the history of his people from his grandfather, you'll be glad you got the book-you'll be depressed, yet you'll want more.
The People's Workbook stresses self·sufficiency and offers practical advice on using local resources and knowledge to better life. It is really too big and too diverse to properly review here. Extension workers and ACE members working with the developing world will find much practical advice which is not cultural specific.
I'm sure there are gaps in People's Workbook and that some technical information may be missing. But I am taken by the mass amount of information that is geared to rural audiences and the over 600 drawings and photographs that add to its populist impact. This book is an excellent model, stressing community participation, that could be used for the rural sector in many countries. Only $10, People's Workbook is a "must" for anyone working in rural development in Africa. This is a new newsletter. Its purpose is to enhance open com· munication by "providing an informal, comprehensive, and immediate communications network" for those "involved in changing education through new technology."
To do this the editors have assembled a distinguished advisory board. This highly productive board indudes individuals from university, business, military, and private settings, spanning worldwide interests. IBM, Harvard, AT&T, Carnegie-Melon, Educational Testing Service, and Xerox are but a few of the groups represented.
I was surprised to find that the main thrust of "Technology and Learning" really focuses on computer applications to learning.
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Yet there is enough crossover information on learning and message design that educational developers who are not computer oriented will find solid and very up-to-date material for their own uses.
One innovative column, "preprint market," presents papers or abstracts that have not yet been published. This is an excellent method to get new information to users quickly, while retaining the "right" journals for expanded and referred articles. The "publications" section contains titles, addresses and very brief descriptions of current, (this year, last month) books and journals.
Articles in the first three issues have dealt with computer aids in Swedish classrooms, tools for intelligent CAE systems, the Systems Thinking and Curriculum Innovation Project, and intelligent tutoring systems. "Everyone Will be a Programmer" is a first-hand report from an award winning middle school teacher on his experience with technology in education. Those issues also include the BESTNET project about interactive Spanish/English transition telecourses and some papers on the philosophy of technology, education, and learning.
This 12-page newsletter has me feeling that I am keeping up with the "latest" developments. I may not understand them all, but I know they are there, I know who is doing them, and I know where I can go for further information.
Technology and Learning is a good newsletter; the information is timely and credible; the cost is right; it is quick to read; and you can circulate it rapidly within your department. Don't be intimidated by this big book geared for a graduate level class. It contains insider descriptions of both the theoretical and practical implications of high-tech development for instruction. These include audio-visual systems, telecommunications, computer aided instruction (CAll, and intelligent CAL For ACE communicators who do not have a background in instructional technology and learning theory, chapters on learning research, systems design, task analysis, and instructional models will prove valuable. Other chapters will update educators in the newest research on learner characteristics and message design. ..
Jim King
In "Art for Art's Sake," Psychology Today (September, 1987) reports on 10 years of creativity research by Teresa Amabile at Brandeis University in Waltham, Mass.
Among her findings:
• Children who were told they would receive an award for drawing with magic markers spent less time playing with the markers than did those who got no award.
• Competition also seems to inhibit creativity.
• Concentrating on impressing teachers, making money and getting into graduate school led one group of students to write more poorly. Amabile calls her conclusions The Intrinsic Motivation Principle of Ceativity: "People will be most creative w hen they feel motivated primarily by the interest, enjoyment, satisfaction and challenge of the work itself-and not by external presures."
Psychology Today cites other research that corroborates her findings that surveillance, deadlines and evaluation all undermine intrinsic interest in an activity, and, therefore, can undermine creativity.
Conventional motivators can be useful in the creative process, in stage one, the information/fact gathering stage; and in stage three, validating and communicationg the idea.
Stage two, however-"dreaming up a new idea-is more apt to happen when the motivation is love rather than money." Amabi le's findings challenge the behaviorists' assumption that creatures act the way they do to gain rewards.
A questionnaire completed by 1 ,200 people indicates that task satisfaction (intrinsic motivation) correlates with creativity, and a strong need for others' approval correlates with lack of creativity. A person's interest in money does not predict anything about his or her creativity.
Support from managers and time enough to do a job well are part of managing for creativity; you cannot manage creativity directly, Amabile reports.
Reprints of "Art for Art's Sake," from the September, 1987, Psychology Today can be ordered from Psychology Today Reprints (619-755-1199) at P.O. Box 400, Del Mar CA 92014. They take telephone orders with credit cards. Costs run 64 cents each for 20 copies, 58 cents for lOa. There's a minimum order and a $2 charge for processing and shipping.
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